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Nixon sees inflation curb

Pep talk lifts business

READ and herd?

N«wiphoto by Gcrdy Cou

WASHINGTON
(API-President
Nixon's prediction that his policies will
slow inflation and return the slumping
economy to stable growth later this year
buoyed some of the nation's business
leaders yesterday.
Some of the encouragement from
Nixon's pep talk to business and financial
leaders appeared translated to the stock
market, rebounding for the second
straight day after falling to an eight-year
low. The. key Dow Jones industrial Index
advanced 20.95 points, an increase for the
day of 3.15 per cent.
"I am greatly encouraged by the
discussion and comments of the
President and other members of the
administration," said Chairman Robert
0. Anderson of Atlantic Richfield Co.,
one of 42 business leaders at Wednesday
night's 2'4-hour dinner and talk session
with Nixon at the White House.
Accounts of those who attended
generally agreed Nixon said he was
sticking by his basic policies of tight
money, high interest and federal spending cuts to fight the nation's worst inflation in 20 years.
"He said that he still believed that the
advice of his economists was reliable;
that we'd see a turn in the economy by
the third quarter of this year," said one
corporation executive who declined use

Guard drives demonstrators
away from OSU Ad building
COLUMBUS (API-Five hundred
National Guardsmen armed with
bayoneted rifles drove about 150
demonstrating students away from the
Ohio State University Administration
building yesterday.
The action came as student militants
gathered in front of the building 15
minutes before start of a 2 p.m. meeting
of administration officials with student
leaders.
Before the Guardsmen advanced,
rifles lowered, Brig. Gen. Vernon McMillan used a loudspeaker to read the riot
act.
The students fell back as the guards
advanced, chanting "Seig Heil" and
"Power to the People." The student
crowd grew to several hundred before
Guardsmen finally fell back and formed
a protective line in front of the administration building.
Students went back across a campus
street from the building, and many threw
marshmallows at the Guardsmen who
made no response.

It appeared the Guard would make no
further move to disperse the students
unless some violence erupted.
About the same time firemen were
called to extinguish a trash fire in an
elevator shaft of Nosker House, a dormitory on the north campus. Cause of the
blaze, extinguished quickly, was not
determined immediately. Safety
Director James Hughes, who was on the
scene, said "it was a funny place for
trash to be."
A closed meeting of student militant
leaders with President Novice G.
Fawcett was scheduled despite earlier
statements of dissident groups that they
would not negotiate on campus because
of the presence of the Guard.
Many students have left the campus
for the weekend, since no classes are
scheduled for Friday or Saturday
because of the Memorial Day holiday.
There were these other developments
on the campus scene Thursday:
-John D. Millet, chancellor of the
Ohio Board of Regents, commended the

Job of the National Guard in keeping
order on the state's strife-torn university
campuses. He also applauded the Ohio
Highway Patrol, saying it had done "a
very commendable job under difficult
circumstances,"
-Gov. James A. Rhodes met for a
discussion with state university faculty
members to review campus problems
and hear recommendations. He met last
week with university presidents, and on
Wednesday with student leaders. He is
expected to recommend new laws to
control campus disruptions.
-In Urbana, about 16 wives of
National Guardsmen on duty at Ohio
State picketed the local armory carrying
signs asking taht their husbands be sent
home. The Urbana Guardsmen,
belonging to an engineer unit, are serving their third callup in the past month
for campus duty.
-The Ohio House of Representatives
approved a resolution calling for a
legislative committee investigation of
recent university disturbances.

of his name.
Despite demands for wage-price
controls to curb the continuing 6 per cent
annual rate of inflation and alarm in
some quarters over rising unemployment, the administration has continued to insist its stringent policies,
although painful, would soon begin to
slow price hikes and permit the gradual
return to stable economic growth.
"The President really closed the door
to formal wage and price controls," said

John Bongle. president of Wellington
Management Co. 1 Philadelphia.
Nixon also reportedly reasured those
worried about his intervention in
Cambodia that the action would shorten
the war in Vietnam, eventually reducing
the nation's defense spending.
"The other thing which he said I think
was perhaps a little new was that the
South Vietnamese army had proven itself
and developed a new self-confidence,
making the prospect of successful

Council favors
concert levies
By Rich Bergeman
News Editor
In its first meeting since the May
election, Student Council last night
passed a recommendation to include a $1
entertainment tax option in the fall
registration mail-out packet.
It was also announced at the meeting
that the professor-course evaluations,
conducted at spring registration, would
be dropped due to lack of sufficient information.
The optional entertainment tax, which
Council hopes to put into effect, would be
placed in an eskrow account to be
directed entirely to the organizations
holding the responsibility of securing
highcost entertainment.
The Union Activities Organization and
the Student Activities Office, which now
operate to break even in bringing in
performers, could use this fund to keep
from going in the red, according to Jim
Szoka, vice president of cultural affairs
and sponsor of the measure.
Rick Bradford, speaking for UAO,
said his organization now operates on a
$12,000 to $13,000 budget, "which isn't
much."
The eskrow account, managed by the
student entertainment committee, would
allow these organizations to both bring in
higher-cost performers and keep ticket
prices down, said Szoka.
The resolution provides for any
remaining funds not exhausted by the
organizations to be used for a free spring
concert.
Vice President of Academic Affairs,
Jeff Sherman announced the P-C
evaluations were "being scrapped
because of poor response from students
and the faculty."
He said the data, if published, would
not be truely indicative of the values of
professors and courser. Most sections

had only two or three evaluations
returned, he remarked.
A bill presented by Russ Haber, Junior
(B.A.) granting $200 to the campus Youth
International Party (YIPPIF.S) for the
funding of their Carnival of Life next
Wednesday was also passed.

Vietnamization more likely," said one
business leader who was at the dinner.
Some of the businessmen told Nixon
they believe the Cambodian action was
responsible for the recent sharp drop in
the stock market.
To those worried about the effect of
tight money supplies on the economy,
Federal Reserve Board Chairman Arthur F. Burns replied that the board is
prepared to deal with any "liquidity
crisis," but would not loosen credit
restraints enough to spur new inflation.
Other administration officials
followed up with a rash of statements
supporting the President.
"Economic controls are not in the
cards at all," said Secretary of Labor
George P. Shultz in a San Francisco talk.
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew told a
Republican meeting in Huntington, N.Y.,
that Nixon's decision to "clean out the
Cambodian sanctuaries" will be the
turning point toward peace in Southeast
Asia.
Charles E. Walker, undersecretary of
the Treasury, said the economy's pangs
are painful but necessary to slow inflation and restore stable growth.

Union referendum
acquires mandate
By Donna Kirk
The Student Union referendum final
results yesterday netted nearly 7,000
voles.more than the majority needed for
a representative mandate. There were
60B votes against the measure.
Jon Flanery, a Union organizer, said
the final count will push past the 7,000
mark with an anticipated 200 votes from
the Firelands campus referendum
yesterday afternoon.
"We didn't lower the mandate from
8500 down to 6800," Flanery said. "This
is a representative vote of the majority,
and those who didn't vote won't go
against us."
Flanery contends the "apathetic"
non-voter group will "follow along" if
they are persuaded. Those who voted
against the referendum lack support to
effectively prevent the Union from
operating, he concluded.
Special committees within each
housing unit will cooperate to recruit all
residents to support Union efforts,
Flanery said.
An elected Union
representative, a communications
organizer and a volunteer organizer will
coordinate union organization within
each living unit.

"We want to encourage the residents,
and we are going to a little pressure,"
Flanery stated.
After the committees have decided on
a specific goal to be achieved, they will
discuss a form of action to be used. The
tactics range from petitioning to the
"ultimate," which is a strike, explained
Flanery.
Union
committees
includes
grievances; academics; economic affairs, both city and university; and
communications, he said.
Flanery voiced hopes for an eventual
citizens' union on a local level, and a
national student union.
Local community affairs would be conducted in
blocks done through poll voting and
referendums, Flanery said.
Union organizers plan to recruit
freshmen during the University summer
orientation programs, Flanery continued.
"We hope to get 3,000 freshmen to join
the union," he said. "Through interviews
we want to reach them personally, and
we will distribute leaflets and papers to
reach the masses," he concluded.
Flanery said the Union itself will be
directed by "the people," and will assist
Student Council activities.

Backs trustee membership

Rhodes meets students
By Glenn Waggoner
Managing Editor
Governor James Rhodes made a
commitment to work for student
representation on state university boards
of trustees at a meeting with 60 college
students Wednesday.
The governor said he would submit a
bill to the legislature asking that
membership on the boards of trustees be
increased from nine to 11, and that the
two additional members be a student and
faculty member from each state institution.
Roger Coate, student body president
and one of four students from Bowling
Green at the meeting with the governor,
said a student advisory board on higher
education was also established at the
meeting.
"What it will do is give student opinion
more chance to be heard in the decisionmaking centers," Coate said.
He added the body may review
candidates for trustee posts, consult with
the board of regents and review house
and senate bills concerning higher
education.
According to Coate, the advisory
board would probably consist of one
student from each state university acting
as a spokesman. Serving in essentially
"backup" positions would be several
other students from each school
representing a cross-section of interests.
, However, he said, the role of spokesman
can be changed from one representative
to another at different meetings.
Gerald Dilllngham, sophomore

(L.A.), representing the Black Student
Union, said Governor Rhodes agreed
with black students at the meeting that a
more universal approach should be taken
toward black student demands.
"We tried to stress that these individual confrontations between black
students and administrations at individual universities should not have to
take place if a more general approach
could be taken," Dillingham said.
According to Dillingham, Rhodes
claims he is planning recommendations
aimed at making more and faster
changes in the state universities to make
them better suit the meeds of black
students and other minority groups.
"I remarked to Rhodes that money is
a big factor in black student problems at
Bowling Green," Dillingham said.
"His answer to that was if the
problem can't be worked out at the
University, a position paper should be
prepared and students should go to the
legislature and present their case
directly to them."
Dillingham noted that Rhodes
stressed the need for black students to
work through the system to meet their
needs.
"What I tried to tell Rhodes was that
the system simply isn't structured to
meet the needs of all the people,"
Dillingham said. "The system we are
told to work through is the same system
that keeps minority groups down."
Dillingham remarked that the
governor, because of the meeting, may
have a better realization of the extent of
campus unrest.

"Even the students who would normally be considered moderates were
speaking out against what has been
happening in the state," he said.
One Black Student Union member,
Gloria Broomfield, freshman (L.A.), is a
tentative representative from Bowling
Green to the new student advisory board.
Commenting on the format of the
meeting with the governor, Coate said,
"The way the cameras flashed when we
walked in, it seemed like the whole thing
was a publicity student, but Rhodes got
into some meaty issues."
Rhodes, according to Coate, stated
that Ohio has made more progress in the
last five years in appropriations to higher
education than any other state.
"Then a girl asked him why we still
ranked near the bottom in aid to higher
education, and he didn't have an answer," Coate said.
Much of the discussion centered
around seating students on boards of
trustees, said Coate. "I really thought
violence on campus was the main issue,
but it was sort of skipped over."
Despite Rhodes' support for official
expression of student opinion on boards
of trustees and the new student advisory
board, Coate said "I don't think anything
for the good of higher education will be
passed for a while."
He noted a number of bills aimed at
regulating student behavior were shown
to the students and are under consideration in the legislature. Some bills,
for example, would make illegal
"unreasonable noises" or "turbulent
behavior" on campuses.
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GOV. JAMES A. RHODES, background, center, flanked by House Speaker Charles
Knrf ess, left, and Senate Majority Leader Ted Gray, meets with student representatives Iran Ohio coDeges and universities in Columbus.
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'Escalation? No, Comrades. Merely A Buildup
To Protect The Lives Of Our Pilots,
Advisers, And Missile Experts'

opinion

rote - a necessity

rhodes' mistake
Governor James Rhodes has made a serious mistake
by expressing his commitment to name a non-student to
the University's Board of Trustees.
It is one of his most serious mistakes as governor, in
light of the campus turmoil of recent weeks which many
believe lost Rhodes his bid for U.S. Senator.
What cannot be explained is why the governor would
ignore a clear mandate from the students of this institution
to gain some share of self-governance through one Board
chair.
One chair
on a Board of nine persons still wouldn't
have given the students the decision-making power we feel
they should have here, but it would have been a start.
The Governor, in some additional political rhetoric,
said Wednesday he wishes to place students and faculty on
both the Board of Trustees and the Board of Regents at all
12 state supported institutions in this state.
But, he adds, he'll have to make a presentation first to
the legislature on this issue to determine support for the
proposal.
Meanwhile, however, in completely arbitrary and
contradictory fashion, the Governor tells representatives
from this school that he has a previous commitment to fill
the chair of Trustee Richard C. Winzeler.
Why must the Governor wait until he can make such a
move on all 12 campuses? Start with Bowling Green and
fill up the others when opportunity permits in the near
future.
Students in this University are tired, some to the point
of revolution, of the in loco parentis doctrine of rule. They
are discontent with persons like the Trustees who come
from distant parts of the state at rare intervals, uninformed, for the most part, about student concerns, but who
have the final say on important matters affecting this
institution.
It's time for a change here and across the state. And if
anyone should have realized this it should have been
Governor Rhodes.
Ohio's students should show him he was wrong.

national shame
The treatment and care for our nation's mentally
retarded citizens is in need of drastic improvement.
A
four year study conducted by the President's
Committee on Mental Retardation was released Monday.
The report stated that retarted persons in tax-supported
institutions received "dehumanizing custodial care."
This country has long prided itself on its social
programs and health care benefits. After all, we have
Medicare, welfare, social security, and standardized
nursing home regulations.
It is time we stop patting ourselves on the back.
When Presidential committee findings show that
mentally retarded persons frequently treatment comparable to prisoners of war, it's time to be shameful, not
proud.
The retarded person must be permitted to live as
normal a life as possible. Making isolates and social
outcasts of these people is positively inhumane.
A system of accreditation for institutions is an immediate necessity to improve the living conditions and
environment of the mentally retarded.
The general public speaks out fiercely against war,
working conditions, economics and any other topic they
feel is socially inadequate. Yet, almost no concern is
expressed for the 200,000 institutionalized retarded per
sons in this country.
Several nursing homes burned to the ground and many
elderly people were killed before nursing home accreditation was instituted.
Support the cause of the mentally retarded before a
similar tragedy occurs to worsen the already deplorable
conditions.

By Richard Knuff
Student Columnist
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the community council
T. David Evans
Student Columnist
The recently-formed ad-hoc Community Council, described by Roger
Coate the B.G. News , is a commendable
step in the direction of solving problems
in a large university. The concept of
participatory democracy, which simply
means that those who are affected by
decisions should have a part in making
them, becomes a possibility in such a
method of university governance. But,
however admirable the ideal, its implementation is much more difficult.
One of the problems with the concept
is the division of power ( a university is a
very political institutions where
decisions are made with a consideration
for power l.
among the concerned
groups.
There are certain areas in which
faculty will have little interest or expertise (for example, social activities of
the student body- the routine, inane
diversions, room and board facilities and
provisions): in other areas students may
be less concerned i the hiring of certain
administrative, clerical and service
personnel, for example): and, finally in
most areas the administration may have
interest i in loco parentis but no damn
business!
It should be noted that historically
administrators have had little power in
important policy decisions, they should
be the clerks, bookkeepers, etc. I am not
ready to give administrators a share of
power equal to that given students and
faculty.
Myopia and imcompetence are the
traits which endear administrators to
those lawmakers who wish to make the
university a political playground. Our
executives are more intersted in appeasing the masses and providing
diversions ("rah! rah!" of Alumni Affairs, etc.)
than in supervising a
humanizing educational experience.
Few legislators or those with a
vested interest in "business as unusual"
or their lackeys who manage the

I—our man Hoppe

The disappearance of Throckmorton
Strang from his usual Washington haunts
was not unexpected. Friends said he had
been "moody and depressed" ever since
Vice President Agnew's speech a week
ago in Houston, Texas.
In that speech, the Vice President
rousingly attacked a dozen columnists
and editorial writers by name, accusing
them of irresponsible frenzy fanning.
Strang, whose column, "White House
Idiocies," appears in more than 300
papers, first read of the attack Saturday
morning at the breakfast table in his
Georgetown home.
His wife, Philomel, said Strang
began reading the story "with eager
anticipation." But soon, she said, "he
began frowning" and when he had
finished he was "pallid and sweating."
"I have always said the Vice
President was a stupid ass," she quoted
Strang as saying, "but I never believed
he would stoop to such a vicious personal
vendetta in retaliation."
Mrs. Strang asked her husband what
Mr. Agnew had done.
"The son of a —," cried Strang,
slamming down his newspaper, "never
mentioned me once."
Strang was last seen that evening at
the National Press Club. He slunk In,
shoulders slouched, and took his usual
stool at one end of the bar.

But for the first time in months no
circle of admiring young newsmen
gathered around him to ask what clever
assault he was mounting on Mr. Agnew in
his next column.
Instead, one group had collected
around a table in the corner where James
Reston, Tom Wicker and Anthony Lewis
of the New York Times and Hugh Sidey of
life were accepting their plaudits with
dignity. At another, I.F. Stone, as
handsome and debonair as always, was
being clapped on the back and told that
Mr. Agnew's mention of him should
double the circulation of his Washington
newsletter.
At the center of the bar, columnist
Carl T. Rowan was saying modestly that
he felt he didn't deserve the Vice
President's highest accolade for "pure
and unbridled invective." And at the
other end, Herblock and Pete HamiU
were receiving champagne toasts from a
coterie of adulants.
Strang ordered a triple martini and
after his tnird, he somewhat weepingly
told the bartender. "I've done more to
make Spiro T. Agnew a household word
than these Johnie-come-lately frenzy
fanners. What do you think of a man
who'd forget his old enemies?"
From the Press Club, Strang apparently went to his office. A final
column was found in his typewriter. It
said, for the 49th time that MR. Agnew's
vituperative attacks on the press were "a
blatant attempt to cow and silence

universities are willing to relinquish
power and control. What is even more
depressing to me is that few students
have any long-term committment to the
university.
How much real power will students
be given in a community council when
they have only been co-opted by being
given psuedo-power in the past?
It may very well be that what is
needed is less, not more power to anyone
over the lives of people. There is already
too much political control over individual
lives. A moral rejuvenation of society is
far more important than a redistribution
of political power.

news Lerrers
legislation which would increase the
number of seats on boards from 9 to 11.
The additional seats would be alloted to a
voting student member and a voting
faculty member.
He has not, however, said when this

on the trustees
If one assumes the accuracy of BG
NEWS reporting, it seems that Mr. Ashel
Bryan, University Trustee and president
of the First National Bank, is bothered by
the question of how representative of the
student body a student on the Board
would be.
What I would like to ask Mr. Bryan is
who he represents and how representative he is.
Furthermore, did he ever stop to
think that students have parents who are
taxpayers? Mr. Bryan wonders if certain administrates have the best interests of the students at heart.
Might not that same question be
asked of certain members of the Board?
Richard C. Giardina
Assistant Professor

newsmen." But the Vice President, he
vowed once again, would never silence
him.
Strang hasn't been heard from since.
Strung's old friends, hoping it's not
too late, have sent a highly-emotional
appeal to Mr. Agnew.
"Please, Mr. Vice President," it
read, a man's life is at stake. Can't you
find it in your heart to forget petty
grudges and deliver, in his hour of need,
a vicious, vituperative, personal attack
on Throckmorton Strang?"

let's beer from yoe
The BG News welcomes all letters to
toe editor and your opinion columns.
Due to our desire to bring you the
largest cross-section of views and
opinions, however, we ask that letters be
no more than 300 words, typewritten, and
columns be a maximum of four
typewritten pages, triple-spared.
We maintain the right to edit all
materials which exceed those limits, and
to edit with respect to the laws of libel
and good taste.
All letters and columns submitted to
The News become the property of The
News and cannot be returned.
Materials should be addressed to The
BG
News, Editorial Editor, IN
University Hall.

Here we go again. In today's BG
News I read that Gov. Rhodes has
declined to appoint a student to the BGSU
Board of Trustees.
The reason, as relayed by Council
President Roger Coate, is that he favors
seating student members on all state
schools rather than "singling out specific
ones."
And so he says he plans to sponsor

intended legislation will become a
reality.
How much more nonsense are we
expected to endure?
Jerral Fry
400 Napoleon Rd.
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editor

Rhodes' decision

spiro agnew's cruel revenge
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist

Recently there has arisen a question as to the value of ROTC
on campus. It is not the purpose of this letter to attack or
discredit the questioning of ROTC. The right to question the
programs of the government is a keystone of democracy and
necessity of any progressive society.
But let us reevaluate ROTC objectively. Before we label it
as the tool of the military-Industrial complex. Stop and ask
yourself why was it formed in the first place, and what is its true
value to the nation as a whole and not just the campus alone?
As it is, ROTC enables a young man to become a member of
a military organization while still retaining his status as a
civilian. Later after the individual has had two years to
evaluate the military he has the option to continue or leave
ROTC. At any time during the two year period an individual
can leave ROTC at will. Up to this point the individual has made
no military commitment, he has merely been taking a course in
college.
ROTC provides the armed forces of this nation with a pool of
officers who are civilian-oriented. This means that the
majority of officers in our armed forces have a civilian
background.
They are not products of a professinal military school. If
ROTC is abolished the armed forces will have to establish many
more "West Points" than exist today.
This would have several disadvantages. Besides the increased cost, the officers corps of this nation would be composed
almost entirely of "professional soldiers." This would seriously
limit the liberal thinking in the nation's armed forces.
Even a quick review of history, the danger of a professional
army within a democracy becomes evident. The German
Wermacht of pre-WW II, although theoretically civilian controlled, was in reality a state within a state. It had its own laws,
morals, and code of conduct. It was completely out of touch with
the civilian populace.
Its ranks were composed completely of professional
soldiers. The efficiency of this system in battle is legendary but
the lack of civilian control proved disasterous.
Whenever the citizens of a nation shirk the responsibilities
of defending their ideals, the nation as sealed its own destruction. An examination of the collapse of the Roman Empire
brings this into crystal clarity.
The era of Pax Romanum c ollapsed soon after Rome began
to rely on mercenaires to fill the ranks of its armies. The
citizens were too lazy and rich to be bothered with defending the
frontiers and providing order throughout the empire.
The United States is not concerned with the preservation of
an empire, but in this age of nuclear power a single moment of
weakness could prove to be tragic.
ROTC has provided a healthy balance in the armed forces of
this country. Under this system the armed forces of the nation
has remained not only civilian controlled but in a sense civilian
staffed. Before we scuttle this system let us all ask ourself what
will replace it and can we survive the replacement?
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HARVEY. YOU SHOULDN'T HAVE!'
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GAS to push for student trustee
By Jim Marino
Contributing Editor

A FIREBALL rinrj over • plant at Harvey, La., that wai
hit by fire and explosions that engulfed a one-Mock area
Tuesday. No Injuries were reported on the explosion
scene as 130 workers managed to escape the explosion of
drums containing cleaning fluid and asphalt.

Holder sees quality
lacking in courses
By Damon Beck
Staff Reporter
The question of his
retainment is not the issue
involved, but that students are
realizing the lack of quality in
the lower level history
courses, according to James
Holder, instructor in history.
"The history department
has the perfect legal end in my
case," he said, "but the whole
idea now is the students
realize survey courses are a
bunch of crap."
Holder said he got more
discussion from a large class
of 350 then some of the 30 man
classes he taught at Kent State
University by using more
interesting tactics.
"And the history department is afraid the administration will find you can
teach 350 people effectively,
and the instructors with 50
people now will not have the
time to do the research they
feel is more important than
teaching the survey courses,"
he said.
Holder, who was hired to
fill in for a faculty member

who had resigned late last
year, was signed to a one-year
contract until an expert on
Chinese history could be
found.
A few interested students
who felt Holder was being
served an injustice circulated
a petition requesting the
history department to rehire
him. About 4,000 students
signed the petitions.
"We found a man in
January with a speciality in
Chinese history," Dr. William
Rock, chairman of the history
department said. "We Just
don't have a slot for Holder
anymore."
Dr. Rock said he thought
this is part of a bigger issue of
students wanting a voice in the
hiring and firing of faculty.
"There was never a
question of withholding him
and he knew that from the
start," Dr. Rock said. "This
would be a different issue if
the man was being fired
because he wasn't a good
teacher."
•There was some question
about my methods," Holder
said.

Group Action for Students
(GAS) is turning its attention
to getting a non-voting student
on the Board of Trustees In
light of Ohio Governor James
A. Rhodes' announcement this
week that he is committed to
naming a non-student to the
vacancy on the University's
Board.
Art Toalston, GAS coordinator, said GAS would
conduct research into the
state's grant of powers to the
Board of Trustees to see if the
Board can name a non-voting
student to its membership.
"In the past," Toalston
explained, "the Board has
said they had no power to
name a student to their body.
We plan on showing them that
Isn't correct."
Working through the Ohio
Attorney General's office in
Columbus and other sources,
GAS workers plan to have a
position paper drawn up by
fall which would show the
Trustees how they could place
a student on the Board.
"I think their anti-

reactions to this proposal In
the past have been ones of
rationalization; they simply
didn't want to name a student.
Now I think they will, after
we've done our research,"
Toalston said.
Toalston, and co-worker
Bruce Mabee said they were
heartily discouraged by Gov.
Rhodes refusal to name a
student to the Board.
They called the Governor's
recent statement that he
wanted to place students on
the Board of Regents and the
trustees boards of all 12 Ohio
state-supported institutions at
the same time just a political
mouthing.
"The Governor this past
year neither endorsed Senate
Bill 12, which asked for nonvoting students on the boards,
nor did he back House BUI 119,
which called for voting board
students," said Toalston.
"How, then, can he come
out and say that students can
now get on the Boards? The
legislature only has one day of
active legislative passing
sessions left this term, and
then won't meet again until
November," Toalston

remarked.
"Our efforts will involve
getting student representation
on the Board by September,"
he said.
Toalston and Mabee said
they were surprised by the

lack of insight which the
legislature had about student
concerns, in general, and the
Board of Trustees controversy, in particular.
"The legislature and the
Governor's office will be

pressured for assistance in
this instance," said Toalston.
"But with people like this
in the statehouse, should be
really believe that Columbus
is the place to take our
proposals?" Toalston asked.

"A lot of people in
Columbus misconceive our
intentions simply due to the
lack of communication between
students
and
legislators," said Bruce
Mabee.

CtMittM to r.vi.w <■■■■$ urcst

House caffs for riot inquest
COLUMBUS (AP> - The
Ohio Ho-ise yesterday overwhelmingly approved a
resolution calling for a
legislative committee Investigation
of
recent
university disturbances.
Only two members voted
aKainst the proposal.
Rep. Robert R.SchuckiR5 Findlayl, and Robert E.
Netzley, I R7, Morrow), said
they felt the resolution should
have been offered after action
on an immediate remedy.
The House Judiciary
Committee is currently
studying several anti-campus
riot bills that will be presented
for a floor vote Monday or

Tuesday.
The resolution approved,
originally offered in the
Senate, now goes back to that
chamber for approval of a

House amendment.
House members defeated
by a voice vote a proposed
amendment offered by Rep. C.

J. Mclin, (D-M. Dayton),
that would have condemned
actions of police and the
National Guard in curbing
campus rioting.

Attention Single Swingers:
Spend two weeks in
Rio De Joniero
during the Mardi Gras

OZ

UjOx

Anyone between the ages of 21 and 30 and single is invited.
For further information

j£ So* =
* CM

OUR ENTIRE
STOCK OF ALBUMS
MFG. PRICE 4.98
MFG. PRICE 5.98

SALES PRICE 3.29
SALES PRICE 4.29

WE CARRY

OUR ENTIRE STOCK
OF 8 TRACK & CASSETTE TAPES
NOW 4.98

MFC. PRICE 6.98
1

Best of Hank Crawford
The latest addition to Atlantic's Jast
Anthology is this fantastic collection of the
best of Hank Crawford. Thts is one tan
album which thould definitely be In the
collection of all jazz ana blues lovers. The
blues Is not only vocal music. It Is
Instrumental music as well, and Hank
Crawford writes and plays blues that reaches
you as Quickly as Ray Charles singing
them $3.99*

ROLLING STONE
MAGAZINE

-oiiauTTO T;

Iron Butterfly Live

Hung Down Head - Lowell Fulson

Hate To See You Go-Little Walter

Are you ready for a 19 minute version of
••In-A-Godda-Davida7" If not, you will be.
This live butterfly album features new
guitarist Mike Pinera. formerly of the Blues
Image. Other cuts are "In The Time Ol Our
Lives, " "Are You Happy. "Six HEA VY cuts
to delight your mind You must have this
new album by one of the heaviest groups
around . . . The Iron Butterfly
Live $2.99*

Lowell Fusion is a stellar guitarist of wide
influence on his contemporaries and a
personal singer of uncommon magnetism.
Lowel Fusston s classic 'TolUn' Belts " is the
song that heavily Influenced Paul
Butterfleld's vocals. Other outstanding cuts
on this album are the sweet and sour
"Thais All Right" and the magnificent
"Hung Down Head" $2 99

One of the greatest harp (harmonica)
players that the Blues ever produced. This
album contains the best of the late Little
Walter. Such favorites as Hate To See You
Go," "My Baby's Sweeter," "Every bi>dy
Needs Somebody, " and many more. Little
Walter left behind a rich heritage of clams
modem Blues recordings, many of them
very successful, but all sung and played with
a
deep
feeling and honest
originality $2.9

KAPPA SIGMA
Invites all interested men
to an open house
SUNDAY MAY 31
7:00-9:00 p.m.

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE!
Incense, Cards,
Seals and Wax, Posters,
BGSU Jewelry ^ Price
EVERYTHING MUST GO!
SAVE 50%!!! & EVEN MORE

Come On Down Eddie Harris

Live Cream

Sail On-Muddy Waters

Brethren

This is Eddie Harris's latest release. Come
On Down is a collection of six of the best
songs ever written and played by Eddie
Hams and his electric saxophone. "Life
Right Now," "Really," "Nowhere To Go."
Eddie Harris can turn an audience inside
out. let htm do it for you $3 99*

No, unfortunately. Cream is not back
together again, but after listening to this
album you II wish they were. Fantastic live
recordings of "N.S.U.," "Sweet Wine,"
"Sleepy Time, Time," and the best version
of "Roliln' and Tumblin'" ever recorded.
This is by far the best of the Cream
albums $2 99 It

Mr. Blues. Mr. Muddy Waters, was the
earliest and most successful blues artist to
electrify and adapt the Blues to modern
urban forms. This album could have been
titled "The Best of Muddy Waters" or even
"The Best of the Blues." You'll recognise
the songs, many recorded by the Rolling
Stones, Yardbirds, and others Songs such as
"Rolling Stone" (V, "Hoochte Coochie
Man." ^'She Moves Me," "I Just Want to
Make Love to You," "Honey Bee" (also on
the album) it's only $2 99

Pure Rockn'RolL Thai's Brethren, Thti
fantastic album features "Midnite Train."
"Provided For,
"Mississippi Freighter."
Songs which will toon be rock classics A
special treat for Dr. John Fans. "The Night
Tripper" plays on this album. Wow!
Brethren Is one of Woodstock Nations
hottest new rock groups Get your Brethren
alubm now. while it's still hot $2 99

THE COLTRANE LEGACY

r\.sM.'idH

Krickshaw Gift Shop
139 E. Wooster
MALE OR FEMALE

LOOKING?
Summer Work
For College Students
We Offer A Guarantee of

$500
Per Month If You Meet Our
Requirements. For Information Call
Mr. Sims at 479-2278.
In Toledo, or Contact Kurt Zimmerman at Student Placement Office
E. B. Inc

Coltrane Legacy -John Coltrane

Ginger Baker's Air Force

The best of the late, great John Coltrane.
With McCoy Tyner, Eric Dolphy. Freddie
Hubbard, tltvin Jones. Milt Jackson. These
are all previously unreleased recording! by
the John Coltrane Quartet, the John
Coltrane Sextet and the MUtJackson-John
Coltrane Group. "36-2." "Centerpiece."
"Blues Legacy'• En/oy this special album.
The Coltrane Legacy $3.M*

Even If you aren't impressed by such
names as Ginger Baker, Steve Win wood.
Rich (irech, Danny Lane, Graham Bond, et
others, you 11 be impressed by this fan tastic
album. Shades of Cream ("The Toad"),
Traffic ("Don't Care"), Rod Stewart ("Man
of Constant Sorrow,') This double album is
a Rockn'Roll steal, at only $6.99*

SHOP AT MUSIC CITY'S
VISIT OUR POSTER PLACE

EvU-Howtin' Wolf
Not much needs to be said about Mr.
Blues, Howlln' Wolf. His tongs have been
recorded and re-recorded by everyone. The
songs on this album are among his favorites
and everyone else's. "Forty-four.' "EvU."
"Smokestack Lightning. " "All Night Long. "
Howling Wolf is hypnotic, eerie and
smoldering: his music is deceptively simple
which makes him one of the most gripping
of contemporary performers active In the
tilues $2.99

• Atlantic - Atco also
available on 8 - track
and cassette.

FIRST ANNUAL CLEARANCE
TAPE & RECORD SALE

Re-done & Re-stocked
Giant Blacklight Posters

MUSIC CITY
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PUZZLE

U.S. asks Soviets to halt Arab aid
ROME (AP) - The United
States yesterday was reported
ready to make a high-level
call on the Soviet Union to halt
its deepening military Involvement on the fringes of
the Arab-Israeli conflict.
Secretary of State William
P. Rogers expects to meet
with Soviet Ambassador
Anaioly
Dobrynin
in
Washington next week.
American officials said that
without uttering threats he
FRIDAY
SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
Will hold pre-registration
for all majors and minors in
Room 16, Williams Hall.
Today is the last day for preregistration.
OFFICE OF STUDENT
TEACHING
Applications for fall and
winter student teaching for
the academic year 1970-71 are
past due. Contact the Office of
Student
Teaching
Immediately if you have not
taken care of this matter.
Registration for Spring
Quarter, academic year 1970-

intends warning Moscow of
the very serious consequences
that would follow any active
military intervention by, as an
example, Soviet pilots.
Outlining the current
stance of President Nixon's
administration, the officials
said the outcome of the
Rogers- Dobrynin meeting
could affect crucially the
current Washington reappraisal of Israeli's renewed
request for Phantom and
71, will take place near the
beginning of fall quarter.
I/ook for an announcement
then.
STUDENT TEACHERS
Nearly all fall quarter
student teachers should have
had
their
physical
examinations.
Make-up
examinations will be given
during the week of June 1.

Skyhawk Jet warplanes.
Rogers, according to the
informants, will seek again to
enlist Soviet cooperation for a
big power embargo or
limitation on the supply of
arms to both Arabs and
Israelis.
Any
such
arrangement would be intended to cover foreign
fighting personnel as well,
A positive response from
Moscow, informants indicated, would find the

t

Decision

CRICKET PRACTICE
PSYCHOLOGY
COLLOQUIUM
Dr. Ward Edwards or the
University of Michigan will
speak at 4 p.m. In Room 112,
Life Science Building. The
title of the discussion is

GRADUATION TIME IS A SPECIAL TIME

—.
TO VATAJYS has
-rt!T t*f- something for everyone
^"P^l FOR THIS SPECIAL OCCASION SEE
'-•■siaa**1
1M SOUTH MAIN

Will be held from 5 pjn. to
6:30 p.in south (if Ski Hill
STUDENT RECREATIONAL
SWIM
WiU be held from 6 :30 p.m.
to 10 p.m. in the Natatorium
JEWISH STUDENT
CONGREGATIONAL
MEETING

UNIVERSITY MAJOR
PRODUCTION

Bowling Green's finest Garden Apartment Community
Features 1,2, and 3 Bedroom Suits
Heat-water-AIr conditlonlng-Carpet-Rangr- Refrlf eratoi
Swimming Pool-and Party House ill Included In Your
Rental.

ON WINNING
DEAN'S TROPHY
2nd RUNNER-UP TO THE ALL-GREEK
TROPHY

74
7,'i

15 Old Greek
coins.
16 Pronoun: Fr.
17 Denomination.

But the replacement
arrangement could pose
difficulties for Washington. It
would have to decide whether
to believe Israeli or Egyptian
accounts of air battles.

1

18 Act of
morion.
'id Course of
activity.
22 Apostle,
23 Spread for

2

Continent.
Pack.
Assault.
Pattern.
Famous
diamond.
Shnrp-toned.
Singles.
DOWN
13 Transmit.
Gender:
10 Father of
abbr.
Jason.
Concept.
21 High note.

1

1

lining

i

Is

4

13

11

18

U Heraldic
I"-.II lll:>
211 Pulpit.
-'« li i mill.ii

33 Construction
worker.
35 Const.
37 Biblical
verb.

9

y

lf
19

H

wheel,
:«i Pilaster,

29 ■

24

Rtl n

32 Sounds.

3ii
M
411
41

Kleim-nt.
Sea bird.
Nick.
Italian
river.
42 At-itcmi isle.

30

11

H

38

JJ

41

44 Aria.

■ ■ Wl ■
it

a

66

1

.vi Three: Spun.
"lit KjllltllBl.

5* Pluto.

ill Miiple KuniM.
U Kind of

waterway.

73

*\$

64

65

31
57

98

82

61
•8

1

70

■■

34

44

32

99 1
•1

13

48

H

H

St

2

40
43

90

■■
33

47

49

17 Beyond:
pref.
IS Wood knot.
40 old Faithful.
.".I "Mil the — ."
,">3 Summer iu
('.mines.

1*

4«

1

27

32

42

45

4f> More
fastidious.

28

59 Preposition,

08 Man's
nickname.

4.1 Vestry.

8

57 Texas shrine.
58 — il out.
IM) Traffic sign.
02 Ascended.
04 Shade of
green.
li.'l Pops.
07 Sheep.

34 Splendor.

7

50 Clergyman.
52 Cnderslanding.

55 Net.

31 Equipped.

39 Distinguished.

6

14

29 High ncsl.

40 Showed a
film again

69

11

72

74

73

Fit-M Enterprises, Inc., 1970

(Hi Aims.

BG
plays
Western
Michigan cricket club 1:30
p.m. on field south of ski slope.

CRYPTOGRAM — B> I". II. Overdorf

U.A.O. CHESS CLUB
Will meet from 1 p.m. to 5
p.m.. Perry Room, Union.

1

»

H

.'

MOVIE
"SummerhlU" will be
shown at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. in
Room 220 - Science-Math
Building.
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YcsliTiluys cryptoaTam: iCnglish M'holar
scored slipshod parsing.
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THE WIZARD OF
I

Johnny hart

Trig QPC H4&
ItVLATeP THEr

AND TO
LINDA BOUR
PAM HAYES
BEV OUSLEY

OPEN DAILY 10 TILL I
by appointment H2-50M
Bates and Springer lac. Manager

69
70
71
72
73

cloths.
10 Game fish.
14 Soft drinks.

l1,

"Dark of the Moon" will be

CONGRATS,
ALPHA CHI

lazs dough Street Exteniloo
(Just across from the Stadium)

ACROSS
I Booby Imp.
5 Mulberry

2o Vapor.
27 Newsstand.
28 Metallic
sound.

Solution of Yesterday's I'uzile

Will be held from 1p.m. to 3
p.m. in the Natatorium.

UNIVERSITY MAJOR
PRODUCTION

STADIUM VIEW

undertook
to
provide
replacements.
This means
Israeli losses could be made
good with much less publicity
than accompanied the first
agreement.

"Dark of the Moon" will be
presented at 8 p.m. in the
Main Auditorium, University
OPEN SKATING SESSION
Hall. Tickets are $1 for adults,
.25 for children and high
Will be held from 8 p.m. to
school students, and .10 for 10 p.m., Ice Arena.
students with ID.
SUNDAY
OPEN SKATING SESSION
OHIO PEACE ACTION
COMMITTEE
WiU be held from S p.m. to
(OPAC)
10 p.m. in the Ice Arena.
Will hold an informal
discussion at 7:30 p.m. at the
Student Services Building
SATURDAY
Forum. The purpose of the
meeting is to open channels of
TRACK MEET
communication between
All-Ohio
Championships students and residents of
Bowling Green. Discussions
will be held at 11 a.m.
will be directed toward ending
Whit taker Track.
the war through community
STUDENT RECREATIONAL action.
SWIM
CRICKET CLUB

Will be held at 7 p.m. in
Prout Chapel.

Bowling Greea's Best Apartment Value

By David S. Mourner

presented at I p.m. Main
Auditorium, University Hall.

TO
DO
TOd&Y
"Human
Processes."

Americans ready to help
organize international action
to slow the mounting tempo of
the Middle East conflict.
But a negative response
from Moscow would make it
extremely difficult for the
Nixon administration to
continue stalling the Israelis
on their request for more
aircraft.
The sources noted that the
United States, under its Initial
Phantom deal with Israel,

3 Black magic.
4 Chemical
compound.
o Tumultuous
flows.
0 Presidential
nickname.
7 Vote.
X Audibly.
9 Become ill.
10 Wager.
11 Landed.
12 Blackthorn.

ON ENIATION INTO
GOLDEN TORCH
GOOD YEAR, SISTERS!

Now Showing
Thru Tues June 2

When The Campus Clown Becomes
The Campus Brain, at 9:10

^MaCJIfc

SPAGHETTI AND
MEATBALLS DINNER
5:00
.25 TODAY
TO 8:30

home-made
bread

ALPENHORN ROOM
119 N. MAIN

SP^ WALT DISNEY _

WHCWg MCMC OONO BECOMES AN CVCNTl
lull SIHfO SOUND

JlcmiCHH

'IMI M

tM«n

P-MKMU

asauj

lOllDO-S NOrttt AND
M05I C0M»O»!UU_rHUT«n

r w»u

TO

w»u

SCBWS

3 IB cowtfi « iuxut» MaVasMMa

ISKOt S>. tjlim I. Wetteefi II

plus at 10:50 Walt Disney's
BLACK BEARDS GHOST
with Peter Ustinov and Dean Jones

- NOW - thru
Tuesday, June 9

CLAZEL

For 2 Sunny, Joyful Weeks...!
• Eve. at 7: is, 9:30 - Sat. a Sun. Mat. - at
2:05, 3:45, 5:25
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
Best Supporting Actress
GOLDIE HAWNI

^^TTT^^

(*

| ».~ • «! 1141 TCH.IDO O.-*

Limited Engagement
Rlchwd Horn .
"A Mon Coll.d Hoeeo"

Cinema 2
World's Most Hono.-d Film
Winner of II Academy Aworde
" B." Hur"
Coming NoKt "Z"l
Peoce-Love-Mus.c
"Wood.lock"
A Coat of Thouaonda
Dolly Motlneea S3.00 - Evenings (3.30

mm
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(ftDtoHMfl
IfCMMCOiOH-

C

All classified ada nuial be
aubnUUtd in paraon at BM BG
NEWS offlca
Propar idanUticatlon muit alao b*
prcaanlrd
RaUs: 1.40 par Una ntr day. i
linaa imnimuin. avarasa of 3
worda par Una.
DeadUnaa: t pm nro days
oatora data o( publlcaUon.
Tha BG Nawa raaarvca 1t»
ri|hl In adit or rajacl any
claaalflad
advartlaamant
placad
Prlnlad errors which In lha
Nawa' opinion dalar from tha
valua of tha advtroaemant.
wUI ba racttflad fraa of charga
If raportad in paraon within a
hours of publlcaUon

flld. Avail to TEXAS. June 11

LOST AND FOUND
Found: Pair of brown frame
glaaaaa on Slap of Ad Btdg
Pick up at BG News' Office
Lost: SB Poetry paperback,
need for final. CaU 3514331
Vicinity a Shataal.

Memorial Day Special

THE
DRAUGHT HOUSE
proudly presents:

^^t"

jjjwr Inorio i
luamtau Beraman i
cacn»
H

The BG News
108 University Hall

RIDES

Tonight-Live and in pwson:
a 'aUaptCNKx MOOuCTlON

~*mo~- CL3SSIFIED —**&*—

'THE STEAM'
Hit Stags: "Na-na-bey-bey" and "I'm Gooaa
Make Yen Love Me."

TWO BIG SHOWS
Plus: from Bowling Green
The Primary Colors

Lost Pr. Brown gbussaa In case
in black Monte Carlo while
ratchhlklng
19 Greeavtew,
3U-7T74

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

fall. For mora info, call Sua

sn-tist.

RENIALS • SALES
1 bdrm apt North Grava
Gardana, $110 mo. for
sublaaaa. call 152-27U
Furn. apt-aum-alr cond.
Univ. Courta-naar campus

Naad 1 female grad student to
share S bdrm. apt. for sum
Call Bl-Tm after 3 p in
I or 1 male roommates needed
sum seaaion Varsity Sq. 351043*.
1 bdrm furn. apt with garbage Avail June 15, married
couple only Phone SSM239
before 3 pm.
3 bdrm. apt for sum. qtr. 1-4
studenle
Vary reasonable
rant, phone 331-5H8 before
tpm.
Apartments available for sum
seaaione. nest to campus.
Each apt lor 2-3-1 students.
mala or female. Sal per
student, uulltias paid. CaU
after 4 pm. aswML
Needed 1 coed roommataa lor
*"> Qtr Ar. cond apt. CaU
J J
U >S8'
Needed 1 or 1 men to sublet
Lair, cond Valentine apt tor
l«um Reduced rate IM mo
lasMtia.
Fare- apt araU sum qtr. U1-

Collaga studenU-eitra incorns for man or woman, part
or full time ui your home town
High hourly earnings
Fleilble hours perfect tar
men or women In school.
Contact:
Chartaa Neuschwangar. Hobday Inn. Rm 133
Sat.aSun May 38-31.24 pm
Heuaaboy needed to start this

Furn. house for students June
«Sept,3S148Sl
Air cond cable TV 1 rmle lo
share apt sum qtr. 1178 entire
sum. 171-1711 or 171-W1
Naad I P. to share trailer sum
qtr, 847 58 call saMin

Wantad
Coad
to
do
ba>y« Ulna k Ught nouaawort
for room 4 board starting 1 nd
lorn session and-or 70-71
school yrar Call 832.7365 (not
Ion, duti
2 bdrm. furn. apt for fall for
Rlrls
Ideal location across
from Frat Row 353-4545 even
(ireenview Apis sum rates 1 !■
lbdrrns apta swimming pool,
plenty of lawn, picnic tables.
shuffle board, putting green
Come enjoy the summer and
study. Office hours 114 pm
Mon-Sat
1 bdrm. apt for snhtaaaa for
sum qtr. 217 Greenvtew ApU.
caU 352-3318 after 3 pjn.
Avail for sum qtr 2 bdrm. furn
apt; sunporch k garage 1100
mo. CaU 1324014
Wantad: 2 women to sublease
apt for sum 352-0812
Wanted 2 females roommates
pref grad. sum qtr, rent per
paraon U0-1S. call 33M411
after 10 pm.
Man students: sum and (all
vacancy.
Kitchen, private
entrance, recreation room 1
blocks from Univ phone 15317*9.
Northgate Apta. I male
roomataa needed for aura. 2
bdrm. film., reasonable 171-

9am
Groenvlew Apt to sublet for
sum. 2 man. 1139 Stwno call

Needed: 1 male to fUl 4 man
apt for sum. SM Wlnthrop
South CaU S3J-7J77.
Need male roommate for sum
qtr so share 2 bdrm apt. near
campus, call 354-3375 between
laVl:».
YOWSA,
Yowsa. Yoe/sa.
What an apartment for the
Ar. Oand. fum, and

fully carpatad, 2 bdrm
lYowsa). doaa to campus
Just walong for 1-4 bodies.
only (43 mo What a buy' Jual
call 362-OOOt after 8 pm
Subleaatng 4 man apt for sum.
Greanvtew CaU 393-X71.
Apt. for 4 mala students
acroaa from campus. Avail.
Sept 13. 352-7385
Roome for sum near campus
rooking privileges
152-7385
House for 44 male students
for sum only. Ar cond. near
campus- ph. 352-7365
3 bdrm home located at 714
East Wooater Strati for rant,
avail June 15. 1970 fum. call
3SMS4 or 352-1SK
Air cond. fum house for sum 4
people. 10 mm from campus.
•130 per paraon All utilities
pud CaU 354-8831
For sale 63 Olds F45 ,-onv .
automatic on console. 1450
372-3548
USED FUrTJsTTURE-Various
ptecee. must seU by June.
Good cond. caU 17M307
GOLD Velvet Ivgm. chair.
color TV4tarao-AM-FM radio
combo, tape recordar. 91 IS A
12 l 13 carpels, cedar chest,
weight aet. bench k slant
board. 1VW Urea. I round 1 ft
rugs 4 atghan. PH 354-1074

For sale S3 Convair Monza
com. good cond. call 352-0849
••Honda 330 Super Sport. 9800
Ahendrs, 371-1371

Four outdoor tickets for
fraduauon. will pay SO aa
Call 1314030
I^dy Sunbeam Hair Dryer for
tilt: Lika New. call 131-2732
1939 Star 10 s 30 mobile home.
Furn .82300or make offer. 132Mil.
RECORDS' Oldies 20.000 in
stock. Send 135 for 2.000
unung catalogue Mailorders
filled
RECORD CENTER.
1895 w 23 th St Cleve Ohio
Record Tapes.
For Sale-S track tape deck I
KM cartridge HO 354-9763
Marbles: Little Brother,
Mushroom, the Pro from
Dover, and the real of the
Lakewood Mob
Wish you
Happy Birthday
Bos. Cox. Bouncer, Break a
leg today-£har
Bull .roarer-Happy 21s! I'm so
glad you're a big boy now. I
never liked being your "Old
lady". All my love. Honey
Pie
Angel Terrl-Congratulatwns
on
being
chosen
the
Sweetheart of Sigma Nu. your
lovin' angels
Gamma Pfd'a.
Let's get
psyched for finals Rernebcr
the 3 scholarship trophies
Gamma Phi's Congrats to
Tarry for being the Sigma Nu
Sweetheart' Your lovin'
mslers
Gail You did a great Job on
Parents' Day 1 Luv. Gamma
PM

Custom Wedding BandsOrders must be In by June 5Phllllp Morton,
ill W.
Wooater

Congratulations "Big " Jim
oustanding A Phi O Active of
the rear. "Little" Chuck

For sale * Mustang Coupe
EsceUsnt cond.. stereo 171•H8

New Actives of O Phi A -1 had
the graateet pledge class ever
Thanks tors, Ul

******* *.9:9*s ****+■*•*.•+***-*+»*

have something to say?

classifieds—
what a way to
send a message
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Subs to scramble
in All-Ohio finale
ByVinMannix
Sports Writer
As far as team scoring and
standings are concerned, the
track season is over, so with
the All Ohio Championships
here,
this
weekend,
everybody, including Bowling
Green, will be going for
themselves.
The Falcons, all of them,
will get a chance to prove
what they can do against Just
about all of Ohio's universities
and colleges, the ones that are
still open, that is.
This is an "open meet,"
meaning that even if you're
not on a college team, and
running unattached, or runling with a track club, you're
welcome to compete.
Just to show you how
•open" the All Ohio is, Inliana University, the Big
Ten's track and field champ
fill also be here.
Getting back to Bowling

Green's tartan trotters, there
are several among them who
will go on to compete in the
"biggies" within the next four
weeks.
Next week, there's the
Central Collegiate Championships
at
Indiana
University, followed by the
U.S. Track and Field
Federation Championships in
Wichita, Kansas the week
after that, and finally the
NCAA Championships in Des
Moines, Iowa.
Only 10 to 20 Falcons will
head over to Blooming ton next
week, so the AU Ohio will be
the last chance for most x the
Bowling Green track team to
compete.
Among those, whose hack
season ends tomorrow, are
Fran Erwin and Rick Schmidt.
Both Erwin and Schmidt he
had relatively disappointing,
seasons, disappointing for

themselves in that they felt competitor and surprise the
they could have and should guys with a good race," said
have accomplished more in Fran, "I owe it to them."
actual competition this year.
Schmidt, on the other hand,
"I don't feel like I con- is only a freshman, yet he
tributed very much to the refuses to foist his season's
team in this year's meets, but futility on his "inexperience."
these guys are the best" said
"It's no excuse," said Rick.
Erwin, who is a distance man.
"I haven't gotten a good meet
"The best" he was referring to yet and since this is the last
is the Bowling Green distance one for me.. .I've got to make
corps which includes the likes it a good one."
of Sid Sink and Dave Wottle.
A hurdler, Schmidt said his
"I tried .. .1 never made it, hangup has been continuing
but I tried," concluded Fran. his momentum once he's
While he may not have cleared the first hurdle in the
been a "tape breaker" like his 120 highs.
distance mates, Erwin was
"I've got to get out of the
"Mr. Spirit" for the group and blocks as hard as possible," he
only they can appreciate what said.
a guy like Fran meant to them
Schmidt knows what he can
in a season of dueling with the do though he thinks the coach
nation's best distance runners doesn't, and as far as next
and winning.
season is concerned, he wants
Tomorrow, Erwin will be to surprise him by "getting it
running his last time for the all out tomorrow."
Falcon track team in the three
Tomorrow. . .a day of
mile, since he is a senior.
special incentive for both
"I wish it weren't my last senior Fran Erwin and freshrace, but I want to go out a man Rick Schmidt.

N.-.pholo br Jim Fo'tllo

WHAT DO you mean, the race starts in three
minutes? Jim Gagnet, a relayman, sits on a
trainer's table at Miami last weekend, trying to
recuperate Irom a strenuous race.

N.w.pholo by I"

TAKING A swim between races is Falcon distance
ace, Sid Sink, the three mile MAC champion last
week.

iGreen wins initial
Falcon club award
The Falcon Club initiated a
"Senior Athlete of the Year"
| award this spring and announced Joe Green as the first
winner. Green was nominated
as a wrestler, and was judged
the "Senior Man best
displaying
outstanding
academic, athletic and
leadership abilities while
attending Bowling Green
I University."
After another sensational
football season, Joe rested
awhile, came
out
of
retirement, and capped an
undefeated wrestling season
with a 177 pound league title.

The other nominees for the
new award were Rick Allen,
hockey; Denny Cavanaugh,
tennis; John Dohms, lacrosse;
John Knox, baseball; and Jim
Penix, basketball.
Also Fred Weismann,
soccer; Bill Zeeb, swimming;
Bob Zimpfer, football; and
Paul Zitko, track and field.
There were no seniors on the
cross country or golf squads.
At the baseball picnic
Tuesday night, Knox, Jim
McKenzie and Tom Mercer
were award-winners.
The
Most Valuable Player award
went to Knox,

Lady netters third

Nowiphoto by Jim Forotlo
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COLLEGE STUDENT
SPECIAL

47' OFF
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE
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Last Night
ALL CAMPUS TITLE
SAE 11 Large Fellart 2

REG.

$1.45

BOX DINNER

Coupon E.plr.. Juno I. 1970
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JIMMY JOHN'S
1020 N. Dials

We have TWO, THREE and FOUR bedroom
Homes in Bowling Green and Suburban are8
priced from (27,000 to $55,000. Call for your
Personal Appointment.

1002 S. Main St.

APPLICATIONS
ACCEPTED
NOW BEING

FOR

Clearance
SPORT COAT

Knit Shirts, Berms, Swimsuits
SHOES

.UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES

BELLS

.SERGEANT AT ARMS
Apply: STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
405 STUDENT SERVICES BLDG. 372-2951
Deadline For Application - 5 PM, Monday, June 1st

7.99
30% off

As low as 9.99

Summer Jackets

.CLERK OF COUNCIL

As low as 24.99

CASUAL (Perm Press) SLACKS

.TRAFFIC AND
STUDENT COURT JUSTICES

.PARLIAMENTARIAN

Pa. 354-M0S

SCHOOL END

354-1925

Bowling Green, Ohio

.STUDENT BODY PROSECUTOR

BOWLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERSITY

Miles and Pam Dean of BG
won the consolation tournament, while the other team
of Pat Renner and Patty
Browne was defeated in the
quarter finals by the first
seeded team from Miami.
Singles players Toni Meiss
and Pat Stager both advanced
to the quarter finals.
Next year the tournament
will be held on our campus

Softball results

Soccer tmam

Knox is repeater

Stearns Sunoco

will be together again tomorrow, but will be Joined by a
large bunch of trackmen from collegiate teams across the
state.

CHARACTERISTIC OF the way It will be tomorrow in the
All-Ohio Championships here, Is this wide open start of a
race at the league meet last weekend. Most of these men

There will be a varsity
soccer
team
meeting,
Tuesday at 4 p.m. in room 202,
Memorial Hall. Plans for the
fall season and practice wil'
be discussed.
The BG hooters won their
league title last year and will
have
many
returning
veterans. Under their own
supervision, they Just completed spring practice, since
coach Mickey Cochrane was
Second baseman John Knox, shortstop Mel Karnehm and directing the lacrosse team.
pitcher Doug Bair were among the first and second league allstar teams announced yesterday by commissioner Bob James.
Knox was one of four repeaters as a first team selection. The
others were Ohio University shortstop Mike Schmidt and outfielders Ken Kovac of Miami and Dave Shoemake of Western
Michigan.
With Knox in the 1970 Mid-American Conference all-star
infield, were Ohio first baseman Mike Hannah, Toledo third
baseman Larry Cranston and Schmidt. Completing the outfield,
with Kovac and Shoemake, was OU's Terry Raszka.
The all-star battery was Toledo catcher John Gephart, OU Honq'ti. CEearuxi.
pitcher Ed Bobbins and Miami hurler Buddy Schultz.
SB N. Mean Start
Western's Joe Hubbard joined BG's Bair on the second team
pitching staff. Falcon co-captain Karnehm was selected with a
(Across '.torn Post Offici)
WM infield trio of first baseman Mou Hari, second baseman
Harry Shaughnessy and third sacker Jim Mayer.
The second team outfield included the Broncos' Scott
Kemple. OU's Gary Shade and Kent State's Richard Brown.
Bobcat catcher Malcolm Smoot also was a member of the
second unit.

10% OFF
on All Parts & Service

The women's tennis team
travelled to Ohio Wesleyan
University and the 29th annual
Ohio College tennis tournament last weekend. The
final team standings found BG
third with 11 points as IS
universities participated.
Miami University finished
first with 24 points followed by
Ohio Slate with 12.
In doubles action, Mary

Save up to !/2 price
As low as 2.49

SANDALS

Ct)e Mm

2.99
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Review

Right On!

By Mark Scheerer

Right On! - A Documentary on Student Protest; Copyright June,
1970. Bantam Books, $1.65
During the first six months of 1969, there were 292 major
student protests on 232 campuses throughout the country. One
of the inevitable outgrowths of this intense period of student
unrest has been a myriad of printed matter attempting to
document, interpret and delineate the roots and goals of what
can legitimately called the "student movement."
Right On' will give the uninitiated no in-depth view of student
protest, nor does it offer the serious radical any new analyses.
Rather, it is a glossy and simplistic, but attractive, non-linear,
book-movie about the movement.
The excellent graphic art work by David L. Burke is
reminiscent of Quentin Fiore's work for McLuhan, and nearly as
good. The news photos, cartoons, sketches and other effects
manage to capture much of the passion and deep sense of
urgency prevalent in the struggles. Quotes from students,
administrators, observers, poets and politicians are scattered

throughout and are worthy examples of campus dialogue.
But, lest anyone thing Right On! is little more than "The
Golden Book of Revolution," it should be noted that sandwiched
between the fine visuals are the findings of the Urban Research
Corporation, a Chicago-based private corporation which ran a
computer study of campus protests. While none of the results
are earth-shakingly startling, many of them dispel some
commonly held misconceptions.
Among the conclusions: Black protests were 200 percent
more successful than white. Violence of any kind occurred in
less than 25 percent of protests. New I «'f! groups like SDS were
a minor factor. The draft was a major factor in only 1 percent of
all protests (indicating that an end to the war and the draft may
not end campus problems).
Right On! is dated in that during the current school year, the
student movement has grown, changed and reached a
frighteningly convulsive stage, but the spirit of the book
remains valid and its message unblushingly out front: "We
wish to take responsibility for all aspects of our lives!"
If nothing else, Right On! is one of the best recruiting
brochures for the Movement I've seen.

Double date, yea, puberty.

Photo by Alex Burrows

It's been a long day
By Daneene Fry
Hello friend...God, it's been a long day.
I was beginning to think all the torture would never end...but
at last, I'm home and you're here.
You know what got me through today? I kept thinking how
nice it'd be to come home and enjoy your company...enjoy the
warmth you spread throughout the room, or at least seem
to...and forget.
Forget about the world out there...beyond that wall, and all
the agony and heart-break it brings...forget about the problems
and the let-downs that world fosters.
Forget and relax and dream...
Dream about so many things...about life as it should be, not
as it is...about all the things I'll do when I escape this hell known
as college...about how I'll feel when I become a whole person
again rather than a computerized number...when I become
human.
Dream...about working toward something more than a
meaningless slip of paper that proves I've wasted a number of
years of my life...
Dream...and escape the frustrations and sorrows and
loneliness that seem to crowd into every day, every hour, every
minute of my time here.
And when I come home to forget and relax and dream, I know

you'll be here...to help in your own quiet way.
I think of you...some people would say more often than I
should. And yet, somehow, when the world and the fighting gets
to the point I want to scream...I know you'll be there to help.
I relax with you...and yet I know it's wrong..1 used to meet
you on occasion...now it's every night. And yet, even though I
know it's dangerous to continue this way, I keep meeting you.
I tell myself that in just a few months I'll no longer meet you
nightly because I'll no longer need you...but even I'm beginning
to wonder if it's true.
You've become my very closest friend...I count on you
because I know there's no one else...and yet even you, my
closest friend, will destroy me if I'm not careful.
I cannot trust even my few quiet moments with you...away
from that frightening world...because you are as dangerous as
it.
And yet I continue to come home to you., my faithful friend
.. .home to the warmth and Joy you bring.. .perhaps it is because
I am fully aware that you will destroy me if you can...and I'm
not that sure of the rest of the world.
I know you will take possession of my mind...and the difference is probably that I realize both you and the world would
destroy me...but at least I'm sure of the way you will do it...
Hello friend...God, it's been a long day.

IMUMBER/S
Photo by Cindy Branse

The Rolling Stones—Through the Past, Lightly
By Mike Hill
John I lull/.
If you can remember the Rolling
Stones first national television debut
back in 19H on the Hollywood Palace,
you'll fondly recall that the Hollywood
audience did not exactly warm up to the
Stones.
The audience seemed rather appalled
by the Stones' song 'Not Fade Away' and
I Just Want To Make Uve To You'. The
next night "Really Big" Ed (Sullivan)
brought the Stones out for their rendition
of Chuck Berry's 'Carol'. The crowd
didn't exactly rush the stage that night
either.
Now six years later, their concert at
Detroit tone of the finest rock communities in the U.S.) was of a completely
different nature.
What had happened to the Stones and
their music through the past six years is
interesting to us and we hope it will interest you.
As briefly mentioned before, the
Stones broke in to the rock scene officially with the Palace performance.
The Stones early material was drawn
from the great bluesmen of that time.
Such songs as 'Little Red Rooster' and
the previously mentioned 'I Just Want To
Make Love To You' were written and
recorded by Willie Dixon, and appeared
on the Stones first album.
The Stones also did the rock bag with
strong material taken from Chuck Berry.
Berry's 'Carol' was their most solid
driving rock number in the early days.
Blues' great Rufus Thomas's 'Walking
The Dog' was picked up by the Stones and
also done on their first album. So we can
see that the Stones did blues, rock, and
maybe one could say a splash of country,
evident in 'Down The Road Apiece'.
This pattern is really most evident in
their first four albums. However, it must
not go unnoticed that the writing team of
Jagger and Richards did write some

good music in such songs as 'Tell Me',
'Good Times, Bad Tunes', (on their 12x5
album) and 'Heart of Stone'. The early
Stones featured a strong guitar work,
mostly by Keith Richards, Bill Wyman's
bass i who was later to be called the most
reliable bass man of the times), and
harmonica work by both Mick and Brian
Jones.
The Stones' fourth album brought to
the Stones their first million-selling cut,
'Satisfaction'. The song 'Ijst Time' is
another cut that gained tremendous
popularity but was somewhat under the
shadow of'Satisfaction'. This album was
recorded in three different cities London. Hollywood (surprising that the
Stones went back), and Chicago.
The Stone's paid tribute to such
recording greats as Otis Redding
(That's How Strong My Love Is'),
Solomon Burke ('Cry To Me'), and Sam
Cooke's 'The Good Tunes'. The Stones
mention in their own book that they
respected the above named artists and
felt that they were the backbone of the
music world at that particular time.
•December's Children' is more than
just their fifth album. John and I feel
that it is one of the transition periods that
the Stones' underwent. In the past the
Stones' material was made up of their
own renditions of other artists with some
of Mich's own compositions.
However, starting with 'December's
Children', it is the first time that the cuts
are a majority of Mick and Keith's works
along with some cuts by other artists.
The second million seller, -Get Off My
Cloud', is the highlight of the album.
In the album 'Aftermath' the Stones'
write all 11 cuts. This album is a sort of
symbol in describing the Stones' at this
period in their lives. The song "Going
Home' seems to say to us that the Stones'
were going home to England after the
strain of concert dates and the demanding schedule that was necessary to
promote their music. The fourth gold

record, 'Paint It Black' was included in
this too.
From January 1967 to September 1967,
the Rolling Stones' put out their good
albums. The first totally live album was
put out in January and titled 'Got 1 jve If
You Want It'. It was taken from their
concert at Royal Alpert Hall, London.
'Between The Buttons' followed the
format of the current Stones' in that it
included all cuts by the Stones' writing
team of Jagger and Richards, 'Lets
Spend The Night Together' and 'Ruby
Tuesday' were the two biggest tracks off
the Button LP.
September, 1967 brought 'Flowers' by
the Stones'. The big seller, Have You
Seen Your Mother Baby', is on this LP as
is the Stones' tribute to Motown's great,
Bill Robinson, by doing 'My Girl'.
Four months later the Stones' put out
'Satanic Majesties'. It is a complete
bust! Many feel that the Stones' have let
themselves get away from their own
originality and follow the Beatles' into
Sgt. Pepper land. (The Beatles' had
earlier written 'I Wanna Be Your Man'
for the Stones.) People claimed it to be
the apparent downfall of the Stones.
The one redeeming tune on the album
is 'She's A Rainbow', but it wasn't
enough to save the whole album, by any
means.
For a complete year nothing was
heard from the Stones. No LP, no
singles. Finally 'Beggers Banquet' is
released, and the Stones have recovered.
We feel that there are four cuts that
really stand out. "Prodigal Son" is a
musical version by the Stones of the
biblical story of the same name. "Stray
Cat Blues" is one of the finest blues
number that the Stones have done. It's
hard to analyze because it isn't a slow
down-delta blues but a fast pace blues
that we have never heard before.
"Sympathy For A Devil" will turn out to
be one of the strongest concert tunes in
their future appearances.

"Street Fighting Man" is the next big
seller and was done later by Rod Stewart
and Terry Reid. The Stones greatest hits
album, 'Through The Past Darkly'
follows Banquet.
The Stones latest album is 'Let II
Bleed'. This LP contains some fantastic
cuts. 'Live In Vain' will have to go down
as one of the greatest numbers in the
blues category that the Stones have ever
done. It was written for the Stones by
Woody Payne, and features a whining
slide guitar by Mick Taylor, the late
Brian Jones' replacement.
Jagger's driving vocals are best felt
on 'Gimme Shelter' and 'Midnight
Rambler'. 'You Can't Always Get What

You Want' completely blew our minds.
Besides the Stones, this cut has Al
Kooper on piano and organ, and the
entire London Bach Choir.
This includes what has been officially
released by the Stones. The Stones
started their latest LP sometime around
Easter, and is not released as yet. There
are several bootleg albums out of the
Stones. Overall the technical quality is
fair to poor. LIVE-Than You'll Ever
Be' is the best quality wise. It was taped
from their Oakland and San Fran concerts out on the Coast.
This bootleg features 'Little Queenie',
a track that has never appeared on an

official album before, but done in almost
all their concerts. There is currently a
double-bootleg out.
It's entitled 'We
Didn't Really Get It on Until Detroit', M.
Jagger.
The sound quality is poor
because the crowd is so loud and backing
everything the Stones say or do.
We are by no means trying to appear
as experts. We are just trying to briefly
summarize the Stones and their music
since the beginning. We both feel that the
Stones have contributed a great deal to
music since 1964. There is a great deal
more that can be said about the Stones
personally and a great many cuts did not
get mentioned.
We are just thankful
that we got this much space.

Pheto by Phil HaOer
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FOR THE WEEKS JUNE 1-7
AND JUNE 8-13

BOWLING OREEN STATE UNIVERSITY EVENTS ANO INFORMATION KM FACULTY. STAFF. STUDENTS

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK

MONDAY THURSDAY
June 1-U.

REGISTRATION FOR FALL QUARTER
See Announcements Page.

MONDAY
June 1.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE AUDITIONS
See page 2.

TUESDAY
June 2.

THEATRE UNBOUND PRODUCTION
See page 3.

WEDNESDAY
June 3.

L.I.F.E. DEMONSTRATION AND PANEL
See page 3.

FRIDAY
June 5

RECEPTION FOR PRESIDENT JEROME
See page 5.

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
June 5 & 6.

THEATRE UNBOUND PRODUCTION
See page 5.

SATURDAY
June 6.

MOVIE
See page 6.

MONDAY THURSDAY

FINAL EXAMS
See Yellow Page.

June 8-11.
SATURDAY
June 13.

1970 COMMENCEMENT
See Commencement supplement.

This is the final Green Sheet for this
year. GOOD LUCK TO SENIORS. Good Luck to all
on Finals. Have a restful summer. See you next
year!

MONDAY, JUNE 1
3:30-5:30 p.m.

SOCCER PRACTICE
Behind Memorial Hall.

6:30-8 p.m.

FUNDAMENTALS OF CATHOLICISM
St. Thomas More University Parish.

7-10 p.m.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE AUDITIONS
All students are welcome to try out for the first two shows
next fall. For details see the Announcements Page.
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hall.

8-10 p.m.

••YOUTH INTERNATIONAL PARTY MEETING
River Room, Union.

8:15 p.m.

••STUDENT RECITAL
LaMar Jones, trombone.
Recital Hall, Music Building.

8:30-10 p.m.

OPEN DANCE STUDIO
Room 302, Women's Building.

TUESDAY, JUNE 2
3-5 p.m.

N0N-VFRBAL WORKSHOP
Room 320, Student Services Building.

3:30-5:30 p.m.

SOCCER PRACTICE
Behind Memorial Hall.

I* p.m.

ANGEL FLIGHT MEETING
Memorial Hall.

k p.m.

JUNIOR PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
Room U36, Student Services Building.

k p.m.

MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT MOVIE
"Determinants of any Order"—Expanding by minors is discussed in detail. The applicability of Cramer's Rule is
carefully presented.
Room 210, Mathematical-Sciences Building.

h p.m.

AWS LEGISLATIVE BOARD MEETING
Student Court, Student Services Building.

6 p.m.

WBGU-FM "CAMPUS QUIZ"
Beta Theta Pi or Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity will challenge
Alpha Delta Fi, answering both scholarly and trivia questions.
First and second place trophies will be presented following
the program. Tune in 88.1 on your radio dial.

6:30-8 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.
-2-

TUESDAY, JUNE 2 - cont.
7 p.m.

OPEN PREVIEW OF NEW FILMS
Films available from the Steck-Vaughn Company will be shown.
"Protest on the Campus: Columbia University" 1968, 20
minutes and "The Quiet Protest," 2C minutes.
Room 210 Mathematical-Sciences Building.

7 p.m.

••STUDENT RECITAL
Robert Lewis, bassoon.
Recital Hall, Music Building.

8 p.m.

••THEATRE UNBOUND PRODUCTION
"Pinter Sketches"—Four reviews that question various aspects
of life.
First Floor Rehearsal Room, Graduate Center.

8-9:30 p.m.
8-10 p.m.

SKATING CLUB
Ice Arena.
••YOUTH INTERNATIONAL PARTY MEETING
Wayne Room, Union.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3
All Day

••L.I.F.E. DEMONSTRATION
The Biology Department and the Living In a Finer Environment
Committee are sponsoring a demonstration of a butane gas
powered car. The car is donated by the Indiana Gas Equipment Company.
Union Oval.

3 p.m.

••L.I.F.E. PANEL DISCUSSION
The Biology Department and the Living In a Finer Environment
Committee are conducting a panel discussion on "Air Pollution and the Automobile Engine—Butane Gas Powered Cur and
Cleaner Air."
Ohio Suite, Union.

3:30-5:30 p.m.

SOCCER PRACTICE
Behind Memorial Hall.

5:15 p.m.

KAPPA DELTA PI INITIATION
The initiation ceremony will be held in the Alumni Room.
Immediately following will be the banquet in the Dogwood
Suite. Mr. Klever will be the speaker. Attendance by
invitation only.

6 p.m.

CAMPUS GOLD
Taft Room, Union.

7 p.m.

ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY MEETING
Pink Dogwood Suite.

-3-

»
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3 • - cont.
7 p.m.

OPEN PREVIEW OF NEW FILMS
Open preview of new films available from the Steck-Vaughn
Company. "All the People Against Some of the People,"
20 minutes and "Black Protest," 20 minutes.
Room 210, Mathematical-Sciences Building.

7:30 p.m.

A.W.S. STYLE SHOW TRYOUTS
All interested coeds are invited to attend the rehearsal
for next fall's AWS style show.
Wayne Room, Union.

8 p.m.
8-10 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

••ZERO POPULATION GROWTH CHAPTER MEETING
Room 200, University Hall.
OPEN SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.
••STUDENT RECITAL
Ruth Gould, soprano.
Recital Hall, Music Building.

THURSDAY, JUNE 1*
2-3 p.m.

NEW EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION
All Civil Service Employees hired during May are invited to
attend this orientation session sponsored by the Personnel
Department.
River Room, Union.

3-5 p.m.

GROWTH GROUP
Room 320, Student Services Building.

3-5 p.m.

••LUTHERAN COFFEE HOUR
Faculty Lounge, Union.

3:30-5:30 p.m.

SOCCER PRACTICE
Behind Memorial Hall.

6-8 p.m.

GYMNASTIC PRACTICE FOR WOMEN
Men's Gym.

6:30 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TESTIMONY MEETING
Prout Chapel.

6:30-8 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

6:30-8 p.m.

FUNDAMENTALS OF CATHOLICISM
St. Thomas More University Parish.

7-9 P.m.

UNIVERSITY KARATE CLUB
Room 108, Women's Building.

8 p.m.

••L.I.F.E. MEETING
Taft Room, Union.
-it-

THURSDAY, JUHE It - cont.
p.m.

8:15 p.m.

10-11 p.m.

*"■ -TRY READING
Undergraduate students in the Creative Writing program will
read.
Commuter Center Moseley Hall.
••JOINT STUDENT RECITAL
Belinda Code and Lucinda Hill, flutes.
Recital Hall, Music Building.
NEW EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION
Shatzel Hall.

FRIDAY, JUNE 5
All Weekend

TRACK
At Central Collegiate Championships.

11:30-12:30 p.m.

INTERACTION DISCUSSION
Rathskeller.

3-5 p.m.

RECEPTION FOR PRESIDENT JEHOME
All University staff and faculty are invited to attend a
reception for President William T. Jerome III.
Grand Ballroom, Union.

6:30-10 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

7 p.m.

JEWISH STUDENT CONGREGATIONAL MEETING
Prout Chapel.

8-10 p.m.

OPEN SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

8:15 p.m.

••GRADUATE STUDENT RECITAL
Annabelle Bognar, piano.
Recital Hall, Music Building.

9 p.m.

••THEATRE UNBOUND PRODUCTION
Irwin Shaw's "Bury the Dead."
First Floor Rehearsal Room, Graduate Center.

SATURDAY, JUHE 6
1-3 p.m.

FACULTY-STAFF RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

3-5 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

-5-

SATURDAY, JUNE 6 -cont.
7 and 9:30 p.m.

MOVIE
"Good Neighbor Sam" featuring Jack Lemon. Admission is 75$.
Sponsored by the Wood County Department for Retarded and the
campus Student Council For Exceptional Children. All proceeds will go to the Wood County Dept. for Retarded.
Room 115, Education Building.

8-10 p.m.

OPEN SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

9 p.m.

9 p.m.-l a.m.

••THEATRE UNBOUND PRODUCTION
"Bury the Dead": by Irwin Shaw.
First Floor Rehearsal Room, Graduate Center.
UCF "CRYPT" COFFEEHOUSE
United Christian Fellowship Center.

SUNDAY, JUNE 7
10 a.m.-Noon

LUTHERAN STUDENT WORSHIP
Missouri Synod—University Lutheran Chapel, 10 a.m.
L.C.A. and A.L.S.—St. Mark's Lutheran Church—11 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION WORSHIP
Prout Chapel.

1-U p.m.

OPEN GYM
Women's Building.

2-3:30 p.m.

STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

3 p.m.

••STUDENT RECITAL
Mary Alice Newbauer, flute.
Recital Hall, Music Building.

3:30-5 p.m.

FACULTY-STAFF RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

3:30-5:30 p.m. and
8-10 p.m.

OPEN SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

5:30 p.m.

••SECOND ANNUAL SPRING RECITAL
Children of the Fine Arts Program will perform orchestra,
strings, piano, and chamber ensemble. Special awards will
be presented to outstanding students in the program.
Recital Hall, Music Building.

6 p.m.

SUNDAY AT SIX
United Christian Fellowship Center.

6-8 p.m.

UNIVERSITY KARATE CLUB
Main Gym, Men's Gym.
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MONDAY, JUNE 8
All Day

FINAL EXAMS

9-11 a.m.

SKATING SESSION
Ice Arena.

7-9 F-n-

STUDENT AMD FACULTY-STAFF RECREATIONAL SWIM
Natatorium.

TUESDAY, JUNE 9
All Day

FINAL EXAMS

7-9 p.m.

STUDENT AND FACULTYNatatorium.

-CREATIONAL SWIM

WEDNESDAY, JUM
All Day

FINAL EXAMS

7-9 p.m.

STUDENT AND FACULTY-.
Natatorium.

CREATIONAL SWIM

THURSDAY, JUNE .11
All Day

FIANL EXAMS

9 a.ra.-l p.m.

PIANO TEACHING SEMINAR

. Robert Pace, educational director of the National I'iano
Foundation and head of piano instruction at Teachers College, Columbia University will conduct the seminar. Discussions and uemonstrations of a new approach to group
teaching developed by Dr. Pace will be featured. Open to
area piano teachers and music instructors.
Recital Hall, Music Building.
FRIDAY, JUNE 12
3-3:30 p.m.

SENIOR AWARDS CEREMONY
Seniors are invited to attend the Senior Awards Ceremony.
Forum, Student Services Building.

3:30-5 p.m.

SENIOR LEADERS RECEPTION
The President's Reception for Senior Leaders.
by invitation only.
Lounge, Student Services Building.

SATURDAY, JUNE 13
8 a.m.
10 a.m.

ARMY ROTC COMMISSIONING CEREMONY
Recital Hall, Music Building.
1970 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

Doyt Perry Field.
2 p.m.

AIR FORCE ROTC COMMISSIONING CEREMONY
Rotunda, Student Services Building.
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Attendance is

Telephone Directory Supplement

Deitmeyer, Jane E.
335 N. Grove Street
Bowling Green, Ohio

No phone

Herbst, Henry L.
1736 Juniper Drive
Bowling Green, Ohio

352-01*88

Swanson, Robert R.
627 W. Dudley Street
Maumee, Ohio
1*3537

893-0832

NOTICE

Mr. John D. Hayes, director of personnel, and Mr. Robert
McKay, director of student personnel, both notary publics, have
offered their services to all University employees and students
at no charge. They may be contacted in Room 50U, Administration
Building.

Channel 70 Program Highlights

Monday, June 1
9 p.m.
Tuesday, June 2
8 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
9 p.m.

Wednesday, June 3
7 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
10 p.m.
Thursday, June *t
8:30 p.m.
Friday, June 5
8 p.m.
9 p.m.

NET JOURNAL:

"Matador"

FRENCH CHEF: "Dinner Party" (1st course)
FOOD FOR LIFE: "Tots at the Table"
NET FESTIVAL: "Peter Grimes"
Benjamin Britton's opera about a morose English fisherman in
conflict with his community.
FIRING LINE: "The New Realism in Movies"
BOOK BEAT: "NUNQUAM"
Novel by Lawrence Durrell. A man uses his technological genius
to creat a woman robot programmed for his pleasure.
SOUL
NET PLAYHOUSE: "El Teatre Campesino"
The music, drama, and puppetry of "The theatre of the farmworkers."
NET JOURNAL: "Two Trumpets for St. Andrew"
NET FESTIVAL: "Mason Williams/ A Gift of Song"
Mason Williams, Emmy award winner, ex-writer for the Smothers
Brothers, composer of "Classical Gas" and singer.

Sunday, June 7

7 p.m.

8 p.m.
9 p.m.
10 p.m.
Monday, June
9 p.m.

Tuesday, June 9
8 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

9 p.m.
Wednesday, June 10
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

INSIGHT: "Stranger In My Shoes"
Dramatized decision made by a college professor turned advertising
executive who asks, "Who am I?" "What am I supposed to be doing
with my life?" Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Julie Adams and Joe Flynn
are the principals.
SOUL
THE FORSYTE SAGA
THE ADVOCATES: Should We Send Any More Men Into Space This Year?
NET JOURNAL: " A House in the Jungle"
This Journal explores the current social and political problems
of Indonesia.
FRENCH CHEF: "A Formal Dinner Party" (Part II)
FOOD FOR LIFE: "The Lunch Box Set"
NET FESTIVAL: "The Dream"
Featuring The Roayl Ballet.
FIRING LINE: "Should R0TC Be Put Off Campus?"
NET JAZZ: "Charles Lloyd"
BOOK BEAT: "THE LIMITS OF INTERVENTION"

wbaj-fm 88.1
Monday. June 1
2 p.m.
Let's Find Out
2:15 p.m. Your Child Speaks
2:30 p.m. Afternoon Jazz
5 p.m.
German Department
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
BBC Science Magazine
6:30 p.m. Evening Concert
Tuesday, June 2
2 p.m.
Watch That Word
2:15 p.m. Speakout
2:30 p.m. Afternoon Jazz
5 p.m.
BBC World Report
5:15 p.m. Germany Today
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
Campus Quiz
6:30 p.m. Contemporary Irish Composers
7 p.m.
Evening Concert
Wednesday.
2 p.m.
2:15 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
5 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
6 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

June 3
Let's Find Out
The Story Hat
Afternoon Jazz
Georgetown Forum
News
Bookbeat
Evening Concert

Thursday. June h
2 p.m.
Watch That Word
2:15 p.m. Specially For You
2:30 p.m. Afternoon Jazz
5 p.m.
Perspective
5:15 p.m. Men and Molecules
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
Campus Quiz
6:30 p.m. Evening Concert
Friday. June 5
2 p.m.
Let's Find Out
2:15 p.m. The Black American
2:30 p.m. Afternoon Jazz
5 p.m.
Special of the Week
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
The Drum
6:30 p.m. Evening Concert
Saturday. June 6
5 p.m.
No School Today
5:50 p.m. News
6 p.m.
Bowling Green is Off Broadway
6:U5 p.m. The Goon Show
7:15 p.m. All That Jazz
11 p.m.
Gross National Product

Sunday. June 7
12 p.m
Drama Wheel
2 p.m.
Aspects of Music
3 p.m.
A Conversation With
U:15 P .m. The Goon Show
U:l»5 p m. Cavalcade of Laughter
5 p.m.
Words and Music
5:30 p
Counterpoint
6:30 p .m. The Drum
7 p.m.
At Issue
7:15 p ■a London Echo
7:30 p i:.. A Nest of Singing Birds
8 p.m.
Drama Wheel
Monday. June 8
2 p.m.
Let's Find Out
2:15 p.m. Your Child Speaks
2:30 p.m. Afternoon Jazz
5 p.m.
German Department
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
BBC Science Magazine
6:30 p.m. Evening Concert
Tuesday, June 9
2 p.m.
Watch That Word
2:15 p.m. Speakout
2:30 p.m. Afternoon Jazz
5 p.m.
BBC World Report
5:15 p.m. Germany Today
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
Campus Quiz
6:30 p.m. Contemporary Irish Composers
7 p.m.
Evening Concert
Wednesday.
2 p.m.
2:15 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
5 p.m.
5:15 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
6 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

June 10
Let's Find Out
The Story Hat
Afternoon Jazz
Georgetown Forum
Men and Molecules
News
Bookbeat
Evening Concert

Thursday. June 11
2 p.m.
Watch That Word
2:15 p.m. Specially For You
2:30 p.m. Afternoon Jazz
5 p.m.
Perspective
5:15 p.m. Men and Molecules
5:30 p.m. News
6 p.m.
Campus Quiz
6:30 p.m. Evening Concert

Announcements
FALL REGISTRATION—Pre-registration for fall quarter will be conducted
from 8 a.-n. to Noon and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom June 1-U. In order
to register you must have your authorization to register card and an information
sheet. If you didn't receive an authorization card in the mail, pick one up at
the Registrar's Office in the Administration Building.
NEWSPAPER COLLECTION—Members of L.I.F.E. (Living in a Finer Environment) will be picking up newspapers Saturday (June 6) beginning at 9 a.m. All
interested students are urged to help support the project. Meet behind Moseley
Hall. Campus residents may help the project by placing newspapers in designated
boxes in the dorms. The newspaper collection project is an effort to emphasize
and promote the principle of re-cycling—that is, converting a waste product into
a usuable product. This will be the last paper collection of this quarter.
POETRY READING—Outstanding members of the undergraduate creative
writing program will read at the Commuter Center in Moseley Hall Thursday (June
h). The event is free and open to the public.
UNIVERSITY THEATRE AUDITIONS—AH students are invited to try out for
the first two shows for fall quarter on Monday (June 1) from 7 to 10 p.m. in the
Joe E. Brown Theatre. The first two shows next fall will be Ionesco's "Exit the
King," and Heller's "We Bombed in New Haven." Call backs are announced by directors.
THEATRE UNBOUND PRODUCTION—Two Theatre Unbound Productions are coming
up this week. The first is Tuesday (June 2) at 8 p.m. in the Graduate Center.
The Pinter Sketches will be performed at this time. On Friday and Saturday
(June 5 and 6) Irwin Shaw's "Bury the Dean" will be performed at 9 p.m. in the
Graduate Center. All three productions are free and open to the public.
FINE ARTS RPOGRAM FOR CHILDREN—Summer registration for the Fine Arts
Program for Children will be held Saturday (June 6) from 10 a.m.-Noon in Room
102 of the Music Building. Piano instruction (Group or private), violin (Group
or private), and a creativity workshop for four and five-year-olds will be offered during both summer sessions. Beginning classes are available in all subjects. Parents wishing to register their children in either or both sessions
should do so on June 6. Further information is available from Mrs. Lois Forbes,
coordinator of the Fine Arts Program for Children, School of Music.
PROGRESSIVE SCHOOLS—Persons interested in the possibility of teaching
at a progressive school such as the famed Summer Hill may write either of the
following places to receive information:
"The Teacher Drop-Out Center"
Mr. Stan Barondes or Mr. Lew Solo
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts
01002

OR

New Schools Exchange (Publishes a magazine about progressive
291*0 Hidden Valley Lane
schools)
Santa Barbara, California
93193
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COMMENCEMENT INFORMATION

COMMENCEMENT—The 1970 Commencement ceremony will be conducted at 10
a.m. Saturday, June 13. at the Doyt Perry Field. In case of inclement weather, the
Commencement ceremony will be moved to Memorial Hall and re-scheduled for 2 p.m.
A decision on this will be made by 8 a.m. Saturday morning.
Dr. William Travers Jerome III will preside over the Ceremony and will
give an address entitled "The Winds of Change."
TICKET INFORMATION—Each senior is allowed six tickets for the East
Stand of the Stadium. The West Stand will be open to everyone. If the ceremony
is moved to Memorial Hall each senior will be allowed two tickets. The only exception will be married students who may request three tickets. Seniors may
pick up tickets June 10-12 from 10 a.m. to It:30 p.m. in Room lt05 Student Services
Building.
SENIOR AWARDS CEREM0NY~The senior awards ceremony will be held Friday,
June 12, from 3-3:30 p.m. in the Forum of the Student Services Building. Open
to all seniors.
SENIOR LEADERS RECEPTI0N~The President's Reception for Senior Leaders
will be held from 3:30-5 p.m. in the Lounge of the Student Services Building on
Friday, June 12. Attendance at this event is by invitation only.
ARMY ROTC COMMISSIONING CEREMONY—The Army ROTC Commissioning Ceremony
will be conducted at 8 a.m. Saturday, June 13 in Recital Hall of the Music Building.
AIR FORCE ROTC COMMISSIONING CEREMONY—The AFROTC Commissioning Ceremony
is scheduled for 2 p.m. in the Rotunda of the Student Services Building on Saturday,
June 13. In case of inclement weather the AFROTC Ceremony will be re-scheduled
for It p.m. in the Rotunda.

